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Abstract

Temporal regulation of nutrient and energy metabolism is emerging as an important aspect of metabolic homeostasis. The
regulatory network that integrates the timing cues and nutritional signals to drive diurnal metabolic rhythms remains poorly
defined. The 45-kDa isoform of ubiquitin-specific protease 2 (USP2-45) is a deubiquitinase that regulates hepatic
gluconeogenesis and glucose metabolism. In this study, we found that USP2-45 is localized to peroxisomes in hepatocytes
through a canonical peroxisome-targeting motif at its C-terminus. Clustering analysis indicates that the expression of a
subset of peroxisomal genes exhibits robust diurnal rhythm in the liver. Despite this, nuclear hormone receptor PPARa, a
known regulator of peroxisome gene expression, does not induce USP2-45 in hepatocytes and is dispensible for its
expression during starvation. In contrast, a functional liver clock is required for the proper nutritional and circadian
regulation of USP2-45 expression. At the molecular level, transcriptional coactivators PGC-1a and PGC-1b and repressor
E4BP4 exert opposing effects on USP2-45 promoter activity. These studies provide insights into the subcellular localization
and transcriptional regulation of a clock-controlled deubiquitinase that regulates glucose metabolism.
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Introduction

The activities of many metabolic processes in the body are

precisely timed and aligned with the body clock [1,2,3,4,5]. How

circadian metabolic rhythm is orchestrated and its significance in

physiology and disease remain poorly understood. Recent

metabolomic profiling demonstrated that numerous metabolites

in circulation, including amino acids and various lipid species,

exhibit robust daily cycles [6,7,8]. This ebb and flow of metabolites

is synchronized to the oscillatory hormonal changes in circulation,

most notably cortisol and leptin [9,10]. In parallel, major

metabolic pathways involved in hepatic glucose and lipid

metabolism, such as glycogenolysis, gluconeogenesis, de novo

lipogenesis, and cholesterol biosynthesis, also exhibit robust

diurnal rhythms in rodents and humans [11,12,13,14]. These

cyclic changes of metabolic activities are accompanied with

rhythmic expression of a large number of genes involved in

nutrient and energy metabolism [15,16,17,18,19]. Temporal

restriction of metabolic activities is emerging as an important

aspect of nutrient and energy homeostasis. Perturbations of

diurnal metabolic rhythms disrupt normal energy balance and

also contribute to the pathogenesis of insulin resistance

[20,21,22,23].

In mammals, the core molecular clock is comprised of

transcription activators and repressors assembled into positive

and negative regulatory loops, which function to generate

sustained and autonomous transcriptional rhythm [24,25,26].

The core components of this regulatory network receive input

from light, such as in the case of the central clock residing in the

suprachismatic nucleus, and diverse hormonal and nutrient cues

that influence clock oscillators in peripheral tissues. We have

previously demonstrated that PGC-1a is a nutritionally regulated

transcriptional coactivator that regulates the expression of Bmal1,

a central component of the molecular clock [27,28]. PGC-1a is

rhythmically expressed in the liver and is required for normal

circadian rhythms of locomotor activity, metabolic gene expres-

sion and glucose homeostasis [28]. Disruption of PGC-1b, a close

homolog of PGC-1a, also perturbs circadian regulation of

locomotor activity [29]. The stability of PGC-1a is modulated

by casein kinase 1d, a core clock component, through phosphor-

ylation and proteasome-mediated degradation [30]. In addition,

the transcriptional activity of PGC-1a is further modulated by

intracellular NAD+ levels and SIRT1-dependent deacetylation

[31], suggesting that this coactivator likely serves as a regulatory

hub that transduces nutrient cues to the molecular clock.

A major transcriptional target of PGC-1a that contributes to

diurnal glucose regulation is ubiquitin-specific protease 2 (USP-2)

[32], which belongs to a large family of deubiquitinases that

regulates diverse biological processes [33,34]. Two major isoforms

of USP2 have been identified, USP2-45 and USP2-69; the former

of which is highly responsive to circadian and nutritional signals. A

previous study suggested that these two isoforms were generated

through alternative splicing [35]. However, recent genome and

transcript sequencing indicates that USP2-45 and USP2-69 are

generated through the usage of distinct transcriptional start sites.

USP2 has been implicated in the regulation of cell proliferation,

clock function, male reproduction, and ion channel regulation
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[36,37,38,39,40]. While USP2 is capable of deubiquitinating a

wide range of substrates, its subcellular localization has not been

explored. Further, while USP2-45 expression exhibits robust

circadian and nutritional regulation in an isoform-specific manner

[32,36], the molecular basis of the transcriptional regulation

remains unknown. In this study, we demonstrated that both USP2

isoforms are localized to peroxisomes through a carboxyl-terminal

peroxisome targeting sequence (PTS1). In addition, a balance

between transcriptional coactivators and repressors dictates the

transcriptional activity from the USP2-45 promoter.

Results

USP2 is localized to peroxisome in hepatocytes through
PTS1 motif

We recently reported that USP2-45 regulates hepatic gluco-

neogenesis and circadian glucose metabolism through modulating

the expression of 11b-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase 1 in the liver

[32]. However, the molecular regulation of USP2-45 with regard

to its subcellular localization and the mechanisms that drive

USP2-45 expression in response to nutritional and circadian cues

have not been elucidated. To address these, we first employed an

in silico approach using the prediction program WoLF PSORT

(www.psort.org) to search for canonical localization signals for

various subcellular compartments, including membrane, nucleus,

endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondrion, peroxisome, and extracel-

lular space [41]. Using this program, we found that both UPS2-

isoforms contain a putative peroxisomal targeting sequence 1

(PTS1) in the C-terminus and are predicted to be localized to

peroxisome. We next examined whether the presence of PTS1

motif is unique for USP2 among the USP family of deubiquitinat-

ing enzymes. As expected, known peroxisome-localized proteins

(Catalase, Ech1, Ehhadh), but not mitochondrial proteins (Hadha,

Acadm, Acadl) scored positive using the PTS1 Predictor algorithm

(http://mendel.imp.ac.at/pts1/). A positive score reflects a strong

probability of peroxisomal localization, while a negative score

predicts a low likelihood of peroxisome localization. Remarkably,

USP2-45 and USP2-69 are the only two USP family members that

are predicted to contain PTS1 (Fig. 1A). The PTS1 motif in USP2

is highly conserved among several species, including humans,

rodents, cow, chicken, and frog (Fig. 1B).

To determine whether USP2-45 is localized to peroxisome, we

transduced primary hepatocytes cultured on collegen-coated

cover-slips with a recombinant adenovirus expressing Flag/HA-

tagged USP2-45 and performed immunofluorescence staining and

confocal microscopy. Co-staining of transduced hepatocytes using

antibodies against Flag and catalase, a well-characterized perox-

isomal marker, revealed that the punctate localization patterns of

USP2-45 and catalase significantly overlapped. Most of the USP2-

45-positive puncta are also positive for Catalase (Fig. 2A). In

Figure 1. Both USP2 isoforms harbor C-terminal peroxisomal targeting sequence (PTS1). (A) In Silico prediction of PTS1 motif in the
ubiquition specific protease family (USPs). Peroxisomal (Catalase, Ehhadh, Ech1) and mitochondrial (Hadha, Acadm, Acadl) proteins were included as
positive and negative control, respectively. (B) The PTS1 motif in USP2 is conserved among human, mouse, rat, cow, chicken and frog.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0047970.g001
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contrast, USP2-45 immunofluorescence does not colocalize with

Mitotracker-red (Fig. 2B) and Lamp2 (Fig. 2C), which are

mitochondrial and late endosomal/lysosomal markers, respective-

ly. Interestingly, a small fraction of catalase-positive puncta

exhibited relatively weak USP2-45 staining; the biological

significance of this heterogeneous localization remains unknown.

To determine whether the PTS1 motif on USP2-45 is required for

its peroxisomal targeting, we generated a mutant construct

containing a point-mutation at serine residue 394 (S394E) that

disrupts peroxisomal localization in other proteins [42]. Compared

to wild type USP2-45, S394E mutant no longer colocalizes with

catalase (Fig. 3). Consistently, the peroxisomal localization of

USP2-45 was also completely abrogated when a premature stop

condon was introduced at serine 394 (S394Stop). Together, these

observations demonstrate that USP2-45 is targeted to peroxisome

in hepatocytes through its C-terminal PTS1 motif.

Circadian regulation of peroxisomal gene expression in
the liver

To determine whether circadian regulation of USP2-45

expression extends to a broader set of peroxisomal genes, we

analyzed a liver microarray dataset generated in a previous

transcriptional profiling study (GEO dataset GSE11923) [43].

Clustering and qPCR analyses indicated that a subset of

peroxisomal genes exhibits robust diurnal rhythm in the liver

(Fig. 4A), including those involved in peroxisomal fatty acid b-

oxidation (FAO), such as acyl-CoA thioesterase 3 (Acot3), Acot4,

carnitine O-octanoyltransferase (Crot), acyl-CoA synthetase long

chain family member 1 (Acsl1), and peroxisome delta3, delta2-

enoyl-CoA isomerase (Peci) (Fig. 4B). Similarly, several genes

encoding the structural proteins of peroxisome also exhibit

rhythmic mRNA expression, including peroxisome biogenesis

Figure 2. USP2-45 is localized in the peroxisome in primary hepatocytes. Primary hepatocytes were transduced with a recombinant
adenovirus expressing Flag/HA-tagged USP2-45 followed by immunofluorescence staining using antibodies against Flag along with organelle
markers Catalase (A), Mitotracker-red (B), or Lamp2 (C). Cells were counterstained with DAPI to mark the nucleus.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0047970.g002

Figure 3. The PTS1 motif is required for peroxisomal localiza-
tion of USP2-45. Immunoflurescent confocal microscopy images from
primary hepatocytes transiently transfected with USP2-45 WT (top),
USP2-45 S394E (middle), or USP2-45 S394Stop (bottom) plamids.
Immunofluorescence staining was performed using Catalase and Flag
antibodies. Cells were counterstained with DAPI to mark the nucleus.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0047970.g003
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factor 11a (Pex11a) and peroxisome membrane protein 4

(Pxmp4). The expression of phosphomevalonate kinase (Pmvk), a

peroxisome-localized protein in cholesterol biosynthesis pathway,

is also diurnally regulated. These observations are consistent with

previous morphometric studies in hepatocytes [44], and raise an

intriguing possibility that key aspects of peroxisomal function are

under the regulation of biological clock.

In mammals, peroxisomes are responsible for the bulk oxidation

of branched-chain and very long-chain fatty acids. Peroxisomal fat

oxidation is significantly induced in the liver during starvation

through transcriptional activation of genes involved in fatty acid b-

oxidation by the nuclear receptor PPARa [45,46]. Synthetic

agonists for PPARa stimulate the expression of genes involved in

peroxisomal and mitochondrial fat oxidation, whereas deficiency

of PPARa signaling impairs the induction of FAO genes and

results in hepatic steatosis following starvation [47,48]. The

expression of PPARa itself is diurnally regulated in the liver

[49]. We previously reported that USP2-45 is highly induced in

liver during starvation [32]. To detemine whether PPARa
signaling plays a role in nutritional regulation of USP2-45, we

treated cultured primary hepatocytes with GW7647, a potent

agonist specific for PPARa. Gene expression analyses indicated

that mRNA expression of several known PPARa target genes was

readily induced by GW7647 including Ehhadh, Ech1, Acsl1, Crot,

Peci, Pex11a, and carnitine palmitoyltransferase 1 (Cpt1a), a rate-

limiting enzyme for mitochondrial fat oxidation (Fig. 5A). In

contrast, USP2-45 mRNA levels remained largely unchanged

following GW7647 treatments. We observed modest induction of

Acot3 and Pmvk in response to PPARa activation. To further

determine whether PPARa is required for USP2-45 expression in

fasted liver, we examined hepatic gene expression in wild type and

PPARa null mice after overnight starvation. As expected, mRNA

expression of several FAO genes, including Ech1, Ehhadh, Acot3,

Acsl1, Crot, and Peci, was significantly lower in PPARa null

mouse livers compared to control (Fig. 5B). In contrast, USP2-45

mRNA levels remained similar between these two groups. Further,

PPARa deficiency has modest effects on hepatic USP2-45

expression under fed condition (data not shown). These gain-

and loss-of-function studies strongly suggest PPARa is not required

for the nutritional regulation of USP2-45 in the liver.

A functional liver clock is required for nutritional and
circadian regulation of USP2-45 expression

We recently demonstrated that hepatic USP2-45 expression is

induced by starvation and responds to circadian signals. It remains

unknown whether circadian regulation of USP2-45 is mediated in

part by nutritional cues. To assess the relative contribution of clock

and nutritional signals in driving USP2-45 expression, we analyzed

hepatic gene expression in wild type mice at four different time

points following 24-hr starvation. As expected, USP2-45 mRNA

levels are elevated at all time points in the livers from fasted mice

compared to respective fed control (Fig. 6A). Rhythmic expression

of USP2-45 persists under both fed and fasted conditions,

suggesting that nutritional and circadian timing cues are likely

distinct and converge to regulate USP2-45 expression.

To determine whether the molecular clock regulates diurnal

expression of peroxisomal genes, we analyzed hepatic gene

Figure 4. Circadian regulation of peroxisomal gene expression. (A) Clustering analysis of peroxisomal genes using Gene Expression Omnibus
dataset GSE11923. (B) qPCR analysis of hepatic gene expression at different time points. Data represent mean 6 stdev using total liver RNA pooled
from 3–4 mice for each time point.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0047970.g004
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expression in control (flox/flox) and liver-specific Bmal1 null

(Bmal1 LKO) mice sacrificed every 3 hrs through a light/dark

cycle. As shown in Fig. 6B, Bmal1 deficiency significantly perturbs

the amplitude and/or phase of the circadian rhythm of

peroxisomal genes, such as Peci, Pex11a, Acsl1, and Crot.

Rhythmic expression of USP2-45 is also severely dampened in

mouse livers lacking a function clock. Recent global chromatin

occupancy studies revealed that Bmal1 binds to putative regula-

tory elements on many hepatic genes [50,51]. In fact, two such

sites were found on the proximal promoter of USP2-45

(chr9:43891798–43891848) and intron 1 (chr9:43894103–

43894153). To test whether Bmal1 regulates USP2-45 expression,

we constructed luciferase reporters containing varying lengths of

the proximal USP2-45 promoter and performed reporter gene

studies in transiently transfected cells. The putative E-box found in

the proximal USP2-45 promoter is present in the 1.7 kb and

3.7 kb constructs. Cotransfection of Bmal1 and Clock augments

luciferase activity in these reporter constructs, and to a lesser

extent, in 0.6 kb reporter (Fig. 6C). As a positive control Per1-

luciferase repoter was significantly induced by Bmal1 and Clock

heterodimer (data not show). This data suggests that the Bmal1/

Clock transcritional complex regulates USP2-45 promoter activity.

To determine whether the liver clock is also required for the

induction of USP2-45 expression in the starvation state, we

subjected control and Bmal1 LKO mice to food deprivation for

24 hrs and examined hepatic gene expression. As expected, the

expression of clock genes, including Rev-erba was dysregulated in

Bmal1-deficient livers under both fed and fasted conditions at ZT4

and ZT10 (Fig. 7). USP2-45 mRNA expression is robustly

induced in the control liver. However, this induction was severely

blunted in Bmal1 LKO livers due to its elevated expression at this

time point (ZT4) in the fed state accompanied with a lack of

induction in response to starvation. The induction of USP2-45

expression in response to starvation is also impaired in Bmal1

LKO animals at ZT10, when USP2-45 is near or at its zenith. The

induction of several peroxisomal and mitochondrial FAO genes,

including Ehhadh, Peci, Crot, and Pex11a, was also significantly

impaired in the liver lacking a functional clock. These results

strongly suggest that liver clock is required for circadian and

nutritional regulation of peroxisomal genes in a tissue-autonomous

manner.

Antagonistic role of the PGC-1 coactivators and E4BP4 in
the regulation of USP2-45 transcription

The PGC-1 family of transcriptional coactivators regulates

several core metabolic pathways, including mitochondrial biogen-

esis, fatty acid b-oxidation, gluconeogenesis, and lipoprotein

metabolism [52,53]. By regulating the expression of core clock

genes, PGC-1a also integrates circadian and nutritional cues and

coordinates diurnal nutrient and energy metabolism [28]. We

recently reported that PGC-1a and PGC-1b robustly activates the

Figure 5. PPARa has modest effects on USP2-45 gene expression. (A) Gene expression analysis of primary hepatocytes treated with vehicle
(open bars) or GW7647 (filled bars) for 18 hrs. Data were normalized to vehicle-treated samples and represent mean 6 stdev of one representative
treatment performed in triplicate. * p,0.05, GW7647 vs. vehicle. (B) Fasting liver gene expression in WT (open bars, n = 4) or PPARa null (filled bars,
n = 6) mice. Data represent mean 6 sem. * p,0.05, null vs. WT.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0047970.g005
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expression of USP2-45 in the liver and in cultured hepatocytes in

an isoform-specific manner [32]. PGC-1 coactivators physically

interact with selective transcription factors and stimulate the

transcription of relevant target genes. In the context of hepatic

gene regulation, nuclear hormone receptor HNF4a has been

demonstrated to play a particularly important role [54,55]. To

determine whether HNF4a could mediate the induction of USP2-

45 by PGC-1, we performed reporter gene studies in transiently

transfected cells. We found that HNF4a synergized with both

PGC-1a and PGC-1b when cotransfected with reporter genes

containing 1.7 kb and 3.7 kb, but not 0.6 kb, fragment of the

proximal USP2-45 promoter (Fig. 8A). Cotransfection of E4BP4,

a circadian-regulated transcriptional repressor, significantly re-

duces the induction of USP2-45 reporter gene expression by the

combination of HNF4a and PGC-1a or PGC-1b. In contrast,

Rev-erba and Rev-erbb have modest effects on USP2-45

promoter activity in these studies (data not shown).

Consistent with reporter gene studies, we found that hormonal

induction of endogenous USP2-45 gene expression in hepatocytes

was significantly enhanced when E4BP4 is knocked down

(Fig. 8B). Similarly, the stimulation of USP2-45 expression by

PGC-1a was also enhanced when the hepatocytes were transduced

with a recombinant adenovirus expressing shRNA targeting

E4BP4 (Fig. 8C). Further, E4BP4 null livers showed a significant

increase in USP2-45 mRNA expression (Fig. 8D). Taken

together, these results illustrate that PGC-1 coactivators and

E4BP4 play an antagonistic role in the transcriptional regulation of

USP2-45.

Discussion

To summarize, we show here that USP2 is localized to

peroxisomes in the cell through a conserved PTS1 motif. The

presence of a PTS1 motif is unique for USP2 among the members

of the large family of deubiquitinating enzymes. Similar to USP2-

45, the expression of a subset of peroxisomal genes exhibits robust

diurnal rhythm. While PPARa signaling is not required for the

induction of USP2-45 expression in the liver in response to

starvation, an intact liver clock appears to be indispensible for its

proper nutritional and circadian regulation. At the molecular level,

PGC-1 coactivators robustly stimulate USP2-45 promoter activity

through coactivating HNF4a. Further, E4BP4 is a clock-regulated

transcriptional repressor that plays a dominant role in negatively

regulating USP2-45 gene expression.

An unexpected finding is that USP-2 is localized primarily to

the peroxisomal compartment. Peroxisome is an organelle best

known for its role in b-oxidation of fatty acids, particularly very

long-chain and branched chain fatty acids. The prominent role of

peroxisomal fatty acid oxidation is supported by the identification

of inborn human peroxisomal disorders that are attributed to

Figure 6. Bmal1 is required for circadian regulation of USP2-45 in the liver. (A) USP2-45 mRNA expression in the livers from fed (open) and
fasted (filled) mice of 3–4 months of age harvested at indicated time points. Data represent mean 6 stdev using pooled liver RNA (n = 3–4). *p,0.05
fed vs. fasted. (B) Circadian regulation of hepatic gene expression in control flox/flox (blue) and Bmal1 liver-specific null mice (red). Data represent
mean 6 stdev using pooled liver RNA (n = 3–5). *p,0.05 flox/flox vs. LKO. (C) Reporter gene assay using USP2-45 promoter constructs with vector
(open) or Bmal1 and Clock (filled). Shown is a representative experiment performed in triplicates. *p,0.05 vector vs. Bmal1 and Clock.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0047970.g006
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mutations of genes involved in peroxisomal biogenesis [56]. In

addition, mice deficient in PPARa failed to activate peroxisomal

gene expression following prolonged starvation and developed

severe hepatic steatosis accompanied by lower ketones levels in

circulation [47,48]. Peroxisome biogenesis and maintenance

depend on the import of numerous membrane and matrix

proteins that are encoded by the nuclear genome [57,58]. The

exact molecular machineries that mediate the transport of folded

proteins and protein complexes into peroxisome remain largely

unknown. However, previous studies have demonstrated that

ubiquitination of Pex5, a cellular receptor that recognizes PTS1

motif, plays an important role in peroxisomal protein import

[59,60,61]. Pex5 can undergo polyubiquitination and monoubi-

quitination that are mediated by distinct ubiquitin-ligase com-

plexes. Reversible monoubiquitination of Pex5 plays a critical role

in driving peroxisomal protein import cycles [57,62]. However,

the identity of deubiquitinase that is responsible for removing the

monoubiquitin chain from Pex5 remains elusive. The prominent

localization of USP2 to peroxisome suggests that this factor may

be a putative Pex5 deubiquitinase. It is possible that USP2 itself is

shuttled between the peroxisomal compartment and other cellular

locations. In fact, nuclear transcription factors and membrane

proteins are known to serve as substrates for USP2-mediated

deubiquitination [36,37,38,39,40].

PPARa is a nuclear hormone receptor that regulates the

expression of many peroxisomal genes, particularly those involved

in fatty acid b-oxidation. The transcriptional activity of PPARa is

increased in the liver during fasting, in part due to the recruitment

of cofactors such as PGC-1a, BAF60a, Lipin 1, SIRT1, and TBL1

[63,64,65,66]. Interestingly, mice deficient in PPARa have normal

induction of USP2-45 expression in response to starvation,

suggesting that redundant pathways are able to compensate for

PPARa deficiency. In contrast, liver-specific deficiency of Bmal1

results in profound dysregulation of USP2-45 and other metabolic

genes, including those involved in peroxisomal fatty acid b-

oxidation. Survey of transcriptional partners for PGC-1a and

PGC-1b revealed HNF4a as a potential factor in the regulation of

USP2-45 gene transcription. E4BP4, but not other repressors

including Rev-erba and Rev-erbb, strongly represses USP2-45

promoter activity. As the expression of E4BP4 itself is diurnally

regulated [67], it is possible that cyclic E4BP4 activity may

antagonize positive regulatory signals that together drive rhythmic

expression of USP2-45.

Materials and Methods

Cultured primary hepatocytes
Primary hepatocytes were isolated from C57/Bl6J mice using

collagenase digestion and maintained in Dulbecco Modified Eagle

Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% bovine growth serum

and antibiotics at 37uC and 5% CO2. Cells were switched to

DMEM supplemented with 0.1% BSA for 16–24 hrs before

treatments with hydrocortisone (1 mM) and glucagon (20 nM) for

3 hrs. Recombinant adenoviruses were generated using AdEasy

adenoviral vector (Stratagene). Hepatocytes were transduced for

48 hrs at similar moiety of infection before RNA isolation and

Figure 7. Bmal1 is required for nutritional regulation of peroxisomal genes in the liver. qPCR analysis of hepatic gene expression in Bmal1
flox/flox (fed, n = 4; fasted, n = 5) and Bmal1 LKO (fed, n = 4; fasted, n = 4) mice harvested at ZT4 and ZT10, as indicated. Data represent mean 6 sem.
* p,0.05, fed vs. fasted; # p,0.05, fasted flox/flox vs. fasted LKO.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0047970.g007
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gene expression analysis. For qPCR analysis, total RNA was

isolated from transduced hepatocytes or liver tissues using Trizol,

reversed transcribed, and analyzed by quantitative PCR using the

SYBR Green method.

Immunofluorescence confocal microscopy
Primary hepatocytes were seeded on collagen coated cover-slips,

transduced with Flag/HA-tagged USP2-45 adenovirus, fixed, and

stained with anti-Flag and anti-catalase, Mitotracker-redTM

(Invitrogen), or anti-Lamp2 followed by incubation with Alexa-

fluor secondary antibodies. Slides were counter-stained with DAPI

and analyzed by confocal microscopy. Hepatocyte transfection

was performed using polyethyleneimine (PEI, Polysciences, Inc).

Luciferase Assay
USP2-45 promoter constructs were cloned by PCR and

subcloned into pGL3-Basic luciferase vector (Promega). For

transient transfection, BOSC cells were were transiently transfect-

ed with reporter constructs (10–20 ng per well) in the presence of

various plasmids. Cells were harvested 48 hours post-transfection

using the BD MoonlightTM luciferase assay system for quantitation

of luciferase activity using a Molecular Devices LMax luminom-

eter.

In Vivo Mouse Experiments
Wild-type C57/BL6J mice were either obtained from Jackson

laboratories or through an in-house wild-type breeding colony and

were kept on a 12:12 light-dark (LD) cycle with food and water

freely available. Starting at 7am (ZT1) 3–5 mice were sacrificed,

using carbon dioxide gas chamber, every 4 hrs for a 24 hr period

of time. Tissues were collected and frozen in liquid nitrogen.

Samples were stored at 280uC until processed for RNA. Bmal1

liver specific knockout mice were treated with a similar protocol

for circadian studies, using flox/flox mice as controls. For feeding

studies all mice strains were on a 12:12 LD cycle with water freely

available. Bmal1 liver-specific knockout mice (Bmal1 LKO), along

with flox/flox control mice, were fasted over-night (,16 hrs) and

harvested at 10am (ZT4) and 4pm (ZT10). For fasting circadian

studies, mice were fasted for 24 hrs and harvested at ZT 1, 7, 13,

and 19. For PPARa knockout animals, mice were fasted for 24 hrs

and sacrificed at 4pm. All procedures for animal studies were

Figure 8. PGC-1 coactivators and E4BP4 have opposing effects on USP2-45 gene transcription. (A) Luciferase gene assays using the
0.6 kb (left), 1.7 kb (middle), or 3.7 kb (right) constructs transiently transfected with indicated plasmids. Data represent mean 6 stdev of one
representive experiment performed in triplicate wells. (B) qPCR analysis of primary hepatocytes transduced with recombinant adenoviruses
expressing control shRNA (open bars) or E4BP4 shRNA (filled bars) and treated with vehicle (DMSO) or hydrocortisone (1 mM) plus glucagon (20 nM)
(H+G). (C) qPCR analysis of primary hepatocytes transduced with Ad-PGC-1a adenovirus in the presence of adenoviruses expressing control shRNA
(open bars) or E4BP4 shRNA (filled bars). Data in B–C represent mean 6 stdev of one experiment performed in qualdriplates. * p,0.05, control vs.
E4BP4 shRNA. (D) Liver USP2-45 expression in WT (open bars, n = 5) and E4BP4 null (filled bars, n = 5) mice harvested at ZT4. Data represent mean 6

sem. * p,0.05 WT vs. null.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0047970.g008
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